Zelgor Inc
Zelgor 2022 Year in Review
Hello Zelgor Supporters!
Zelgor has been working tirelessly throughout 2022 to get the Noobiverse ready
for a grand opening. After our initial test launch, we learned a tremendous
amount about the game, including what was working and what we wanted to
improve prior to launch. We recognized that in order to maximize the fun factor,
we needed to push toward easier gameplay for new players with a focus on more
frequent small wins and incremental progress. In a nutshell, we needed to make
the game friendlier to Noobs!
As a result, we’ve made significant renovations to the core game loop of Noobs
in Space. We’ve shifted away from simply surviving while dodging asteroids, and
added new core features like collecting fruit and crafting wacky Noob inventions
while exploring the Universe. We’ve also put an increased emphasis on the
storytelling elements within the game. We believe these changes will significantly
improve the long-term retention of Noobs in Space and we can’t wait to share
them with all of you.
Currently, we’re in the process of fixing bugs and adding finishing touches before
our next early-access release. While we plan to release our next version of Noobs
in Space in early 2023, we know many of you are eager to see what we’ve been
working on. We’ve put together an updated trailer to give you a sneak peek of
our progress and what’s to come: InvestorUpdate.Zelgor.com

Thanks to all the progress we’ve made with the support from over 1,500
investors, Zelgor was able to raise over $600,000 in 2022 at $1 per share through
a combination of traditional angel investments and Reg CF. We also saw our
previous Noobs in Space trailer surpass 60,000 views on YouTube. The support
we’ve received from you has enabled us to take Noobs in Space to the next level
as we prepare the game for its next release via early access, and ultimately soft
launch.
We know some of you are eager to learn even more about Zelgor, the Noobs,
and the magic behind the scenes. That’s why we’ll host our first-ever Noob
Summit Meeting on January 11th, at 6 pm ET. This will be a chance to talk with
me and other members of our team directly about the state of the Noobs, our
plans for the future, and more. If you’d like to attend, make sure to sign up for
investor updates via Invest.Zelgor.com or follow us @ZelgorGames on all social
platforms for more information.
On behalf of the entire Zelgor team, I’d like to thank you for all your support! The
Noobs would not be where they are today without your support. On to 2023!

- John Fanning CEO, Zelgor

